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Chattanooga Police Department - Policy Manual 
 

OPS-40 – SEARCH WARRANTS 
 

Amends/Supersedes: OPS-40 (08/19/11)  Review: Annually/August   Date of Issue: 08/17/15 

CALEA 1.2.4, 1.2.8 & 74.3 (5th Ed.) 

 

PURPOSE 

 

The purpose of this general order is to provide guidelines for obtaining and executing search warrants. 

 

I. POLICY 

 

A. There are many technical and legal pitfalls that can invalidate a search warrant, lead to the suppression of 

evidence or dismissal of cases, and/or have liability implications for involved officers. All officers must have a 

sound knowledge of the legal requirements associated with obtaining a search warrant in order to prevent 

suppression of evidence and to maintain public confidence in the department's mandate to carry out the police 

function in an ethical and legal manner. 

 

B. It is the policy of this department to: 

 

1. provide techniques to accomplish a thorough and legal search; 

2. observe the constitutional rights of the person(s) the warrant is being served upon; 

3. minimize the level of intrusion experienced by those who are having their premises searched; 

4. provide for the highest degree of safety for all persons concerned; and 

5. establish a record of the entire execution process. 

 

C. It is also the policy of this department that officers assigned to a joint task force composed of officers from 

this department and law enforcement officers from a federal agency shall follow any written policies of such 

federal agency governing the subject of this general order, provided that such written policies provide no less 

protection for the rights of citizens than the provisions of this general order. 

 

II. DEFINITIONS 

 

A. Evidence Collector - Member of the search team responsible for the possession, packaging, sealing and 

marking of all items seized. 

 

B. High-risk entry - An entry into a search site in any of the following situations: 

 

1. It is likely that a person inside the search site is armed and is either likely to use the weapon or become 

violent; 

 

2. It is likely that there are innocent persons on the search site who might be taken as hostages; 

 

3. Search Personnel have justified belief that someone on the search site may be in peril of bodily harm 

upon entry of the search personnel to the search site; or 

 

4. A person inside the search site has threatened an officer's safety, possesses a criminal record reflecting 

violent tendencies or has a verified reputation of violent nature. 

 

C. Search Personnel - Law enforcement officers and supporting law enforcement personnel taking part in the 

execution of a search warrant. 

 

D. Search Site - The premises or person to be searched as explicitly stated in the search warrant. 

 

E. Search Warrant - A written court order signed by a magistrate or other judicial authority, directing a police 

officer to search for specified personal property and bring it before the magistrate. 
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F. Supervising Officer - Search team member of the rank of Sergeant or higher who is the supervisor of the 

officer(s) responsible for the investigation. 

 

III. LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A SEARCH WARRANT 

 

A. The Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures. Officers 

conducting searches without a warrant bear the burden of proving that the search was reasonable. Therefore, 

officers should consider obtaining a search warrant whenever time and circumstances permit. Some exceptions 

to the search warrant requirement include the following: 

 

1. Search Incident to Arrest - A search of a person or the area within the immediate control of a person who 

has been lawfully arrested is permitted to secure weapons or evidence of a crime. [1.2.4g] 

 

2. Emergencies - Officers may conduct searches when they believe that a person is in need of immediate 

assistance under life-threatening conditions, when immediate action is necessary to protect the public from 

harm or when, for example, an officer encounters a homicide scene and needs to search for additional 

victims, protect vital evidence or pursue the perpetrator. [1.2.4g] 

 

3. Vehicle Search when probable cause exists - A motor vehicle and containers found within the vehicle 

may be searched when probable cause exists to believe that the vehicle may reasonably contain contraband 

or the fruits or instrumentalities of a crime. [1.2.4c] 

 

4. Consent Searches - A search may be conducted pursuant to consent without a warrant and without 

probable cause to obtain a warrant. The consent must be voluntary, freely and intelligently given by the 

owner or person in apparent control of the property, and the search must be limited to the terms of the 

consent.  Written, audio and/or video recorded consent should be obtained whenever reasonably possible.

 [1.2.4a] 
 

B. Legal Basis for Seeking a Search Warrant 

 

1. In order to obtain a search warrant, an officer must show probable cause to believe that specific 

evidence, contraband or fruits of a crime may be found at a particular location. 

 

2. Specific facts establishing probable cause shall be set forth with clarity and specificity. Officers shall not 

rely solely upon personal opinion or unauthenticated third-party information or hearsay. Such facts 

establishing probable cause may be based on the following: 

 

a. personal observation/knowledge of the officer; and/or 

b. information from a reliable source. 

 

3. When informants are used, particularly confidential informants, the reliability of the informant and 

information provided shall be specified. Whenever possible, officers shall corroborate informant 

information. 

 

IV. AFFIDAVIT PREPARATION 

 

An affidavit supporting application for a search warrant shall be prepared as required by the court to which the 

request for the search warrant is directed. The accuracy of the affidavit is vital to the validity of the search 

warrant, and officers must therefore ensure that the following information is clearly and completely specified. 

 

A. Offense - The offense shall be described with reference to the criminal code section when possible. 

 

B. Place or Thing to be Searched - The place or thing to be searched shall be described with specificity, and 

officers shall ensure that the warrant includes the following specific reference when necessary: 

 

1. street number and apartment number if appropriate; 

2. physical description of the premises; 

3. legal description of the premises; 

4. name of owner or occupant; 

4. geographical location of the property; 

6. distances from given reference points; and 
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7. photographs, maps or diagrams that help to specify the location in question. 

 

C. Scope of the Search - Only those things described in the search warrant can be searched for.  Therefore, the 

affidavit shall specify and officers shall ensure that the warrant includes the following: 

 

1. All areas that officers desire to search shall be designated. In cases where officers wish to conduct a 

complete search of a home and its surroundings, the affidavit should specify a “premises” search and its 

“curtilage” and should identify any outbuildings such as garages, tool sheds or barns, where appropriate. 

 

2. Motor vehicles known to be on the premises that may be searched should be specified. 

 

3. Searches (other than frisks for weapons) of specific persons on the premises shall be referenced in the 

affidavit by name if possible. 

 

4. The specific items to be searched for shall be detailed. Where the item may be dismantled (e.g. firearms), 

the warrant should authorize search for parts, pieces or components of that item. 

 

5. Officers anticipating search of computers and related high-technology equipment shall consult the 

department's Computer Crimes Unit for appropriate language to use in the affidavit and procedures for 

seizure of hardware and software. 

 

D. Time and Method of Search 

 

1. A search warrant may be served at any time of the day or night as long as the affidavit specifies probable 

cause and permission is granted in the warrant. 

 

2. Anticipatory search warrants may be sought when it can be shown that the evidence in question will be 

at a specific location at some time in the near future. If an anticipatory search warrant is sought and is 

issued, the warrant should explicitly condition the warrant's execution upon occurrence or specified event 

such as the delivery of contraband to the place to be searched. 

 

V. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 

 

A. Review of the Warrant - Officers shall review search warrants issued by judicial authorities to ensure that 

they include all pertinent information set forth in the affidavit accurately and completely and that the warrant 

has been properly signed.  Officers shall not attempt to serve any warrant that is known to contain substantive or 

administrative errors. 

 

B. Return on the Warrant - Officers shall observe statutory and administrative requirements regarding return on 

the warrant including providing a receipt to the proper person for property taken, retention and security of 

property taken and return of the warrant and delivery of the property inventory to the appropriate judicial 

authority within specified time limits. 

 

C. Liaison with the District Attorney's Office - Officers seeking warrants in unusual situations or where the 

seriousness, nature or legal complexity of the case dictates should consider reviewing the case with the District 

Attorney's office prior to seeking a search warrant. 

 

VI. PROCEDURES [74.3.1] 

 

A. Uniform and Equipment Requirements 

 

1. The search team shall whenever possible and advisable include at least one uniformed officer. All non-

uniformed officers shall be clearly identified as law enforcement officers by a distinctive armband, jacket 

or some other indicator of office, provided that in situations approved by the supervising officer a non-

uniformed, non-identified officer may be used for the initial approach to the search site to attempt to gain 

entry peaceably to the site. 

 

2. Arrest warrants shall be executed by sworn law enforcement officers only. [74.3.2] 

 

3. All members of the initial entry search team shall be equipped with body armor and a safety holster. 
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B. Time Limitations on Search Warrant Execution 

 

1. A search warrant shall be executed within five (5) days of its issuance. Circumstances that may 

necessitate a delay (not beyond five days) in the immediate execution of a search warrant include, but are 

not limited to the following: 

 

a. The need to have many searches occur at the same time, which requires coordination and 

mobilization of law enforcement resources; 

 

b. The seizable items have not arrived at the search site; 

 

c. The probability that substantial resistance will be encountered; 

 

d. A particular person(s) is absent from the search site, and the supervising officer feels that the search 

would best be conducted if that person were present; or 

 

e. The need to protect an informant’s identity. 

 

2. All search warrants in this state may be executed either in the daytime or in the nighttime, but it shall be 

the policy of this department to execute search warrants during daylight hours if practicable. 

  

3. An officer seeking a search warrant shall prepare, or have prepared, an original copy for presentation to 

the magistrate and shall ensure that the magistrate has endorsed the date and time of issuance and the name 

of the officer to whom the warrant is issued. The officer shall then make at least two (2) copies of the 

warrant and leave one copy with the magistrate. Prior to serving the search warrant, the supervising officer 

shall again verify such endorsements and shall verify that the warrant is not more than five days old. The 

failure of the magistrate to endorse thereon the date and time of issuance and the name of the officer to 

whom issued, or the failure of the serving officer where possible to leave a copy with the person or persons 

on whom the search warrant is being served, shall make any search conducted under said search warrant an 

illegal search and any seizure thereunder an illegal seizure. 

 

C. Preparation for Execution of Warrant 

 

1. In preparing for the execution of a warrant, supervisors shall utilize the Risk Assessment Matrix form to 

assess any threats created by the execution of the warrant.  In the event the threat assessment indicates a 

high-risk entry the SWAT Team Commander or SWAT Team Leader shall be notified. Supervisors shall 

maintain a copy of the Risk Assessment Matrix form for each warrant executed. Special Investigations 

Narcotics/Vice will utilize the Special Investigations Risk Assessment Matrix prior to execution of search 

and/or arrest warrant and make all appropriate consultations based on matrix score totaled.  

 

2. A supervising officer must be present at the scene of the execution of a search warrant. Prior to entering 

the premises, the supervising officer shall conduct a pre-entry briefing of the execution process with all 

search team personnel. The briefing shall include a review of the actual order of operations and procedures 

the search personnel will follow, a simulation of the conditions of the search site (using maps, charts and 

diagrams, when appropriate) and tactics and equipment to be used in the event of forced entry. 

 

2. The supervising officer shall determine if any circumstances have changed that make executing the 

search warrant at a particular time undesirable. 

 

3. The supervising officer shall ensure that the entire search warrant execution process is documented, from 

beginning to end and continued until the search team leaves the premises. A written record shall be 

supported by photographs and, if practical, a videotaping of the entire search site from start to finish. 

 

4. The supervising officer is responsible for ensuring that no persons other than the search team personnel 

and the personnel of those other agencies authorized by the warrant go on the search site. 

 

D. Entry Procedures 

 

1. The approach to the scene shall be executed without sirens. If a pre-execution surveillance team is on the 

scene, radio or other secure contact shall be made to ensure that it is an appropriate time to serve the search 
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warrant. 

 

2. The supervising officer shall be responsible for ensuring that the search warrant is valid and that the 

property about to be searched is the property listed on the warrant. 

 

3. Unless otherwise ordered by the supervisor over the operation, search personnel shall position 

themselves in the following manner: 

 

a. Exits from the premises shall be covered. 

 

b. Uniformed officers shall be the most visible members of the search team and shall conduct the entry, 

if practical.  

 

c. Non-uniformed officers shall be the last members to enter the search site, if practical.  

 

4. Knock and Announce Rule and Entry Procedure 

 

a. The supervising officer, or a uniformed officer, shall knock on the door of the search site (or ring the 

doorbell) and wait for a response. The occupant of the search site must be given reasonable 

opportunity to surrender his or her privacy voluntarily. If no one comes to the door, the officer shall 

notify persons inside the search site, in a voice loud enough to be heard inside the premises, that he/she 

is a police officer and has a warrant to search the premises and that he/she demands entry to the 

premises at once.  If there is still no response after a reasonable time has passed, the supervising officer 

shall order a forced entry into the search site. 

 

b. If a person inside the search site responds to the door, the supervising officer will identify himself or 

herself and advise the person of the purpose of the officers' presence on the site. The supervising 

officer or other officer will give such person a copy of the search warrant being executed. 

 

c. Entries may be made without complying with the foregoing "knock and announce" rule only in 

situations in which exigent circumstances exist such as one or more of the following: 

 

(1) person within the search site knows of the officer's authority and purpose; 

 

(2) officers have justified belief that someone within the search site is in immediate peril of bodily 

harm; 

 

(3) officers have a justified belief those inside the search site are aware of their presence and are 

engaged in escape or destruction of evidence; 

 

(4) a person inside the search site is armed and is either likely to use the weapon or become 

violent; or 

 

(5) a person inside the search site has threatened an officer's safety, possesses a criminal record 

reflecting violent tendencies or has a verified reputation of violent nature.  

 

d. The officer will have the burden in court of establishing facts and circumstances which constitute 

exigent circumstances. The officer must establish "more than a mere hunch or suspicion before an 

exigency can excuse the necessity for knocking and announcing [the officer's] presence."  In any 

situation in which a search warrant is executed without knocking and announcing the officers' 

presence, the supervising officer shall include in an exceptional occurrence report all exigent 

circumstances justifying the no-knock entry. 

 

E. On-premises Activities 

 

1. Whether the entry is consensual or forced, the supervising officer shall ensure that a member of the 

search team conducts a security sweep of the search site after the initial entry. 

 

2. After the search site has been secured and a cursory examination of the search site performed, search 

personnel shall develop a prioritized strategy that details the likely whereabouts of the items to be seized 
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and an order of operation for conducting the search. 

 

3. The supervising officer shall designate one member of the search team as the Evidence Collector who is 

responsible for collecting, preserving and documenting all items seized until possession is transferred to the 

evidence custodian. The Evidence Collector shall give to the person from whom or from whose premises 

the property is taken a copy of the warrant and a receipt for the property taken or shall leave the copy and 

receipt at a place from which the property was taken.  Prior to leaving the search site, the supervising 

officer shall verify that said member has left said copy of the search warrant and said receipt with the 

person in charge of the search site.  The return of the search warrant shall be made promptly by the officer 

to whom the warrant was issued and shall be accompanied by a written inventory of any property taken.    

 

4. If damage occurs during an entry to premises that will be left vacant and the damage may leave the 

premises vulnerable to security problems, the supervising officer shall make arrangements to guard the 

premises until it can be secured. 

 

5. If damage occurs on the search site during entry or during the search, the supervising officer shall 

prepare an exceptional occurrence report on the actions that caused the damage including a detailed 

description of the nature and extent of the damage. 

 

 

VII. PROCEDURES FOR HIGH-RISK ENTRIES 
 

A. All search warrant executions shall be presumed to involve a high-risk entry. Only the supervising officer 

may determine that a search warrant execution will not involve a high-risk entry. In order to coordinate the 

execution of the warrant, the supervising officer shall contact the SWAT Team Commander or SWAT Team 

Leader as soon as possible after it is determined that a search warrant will be sought. Search personnel shall not 

make a high-risk entry except as provided below. 

 

B. All high-risk entries shall be conducted by the SWAT Team unless an innocent person on the search site is 

known to be in immediate peril of bodily harm in which case the officers on the scene may make entry. The 

belief by search personnel that evidence is being destroyed inside the search site does not justify immediate 

entry by search personnel without the SWAT Team in a high-risk entry situation. 

 

C. The Commander of the SWAT Team shall be in charge of and responsible for planning and executing the 

entry. Once the entry into the search site has been completed and the search site secured, the SWAT 

Commander shall surrender command of the operation to the supervising officer. 

 

 

VIII. PROCEDURES FOR BODY CAVITY SEARCHES [1.2.8] 
 

 

A. Unless the context otherwise requires, "body cavity search" means an inspection, probing or examination of 

the inside of a person's anus, vagina or genitals for the purpose of determining whether such person is 

concealing evidence of a criminal offense, a weapon, a controlled substance or other contraband. 

 

 

B. It shall be the policy of this department that body cavity searches may be performed only pursuant to a 

search warrant. No person shall be subjected to a body cavity search unless such search is conducted pursuant to 

a search warrant issued in accordance with Rule 41 of the Tennessee Rules of Criminal Procedure. No officer in 

the department shall procure a body cavity search warrant without consulting with the Office of the District 

Attorney. 

 

 

C. Body cavity searches must be performed by a licensed physician or a licensed nurse. 

 

 

D. An officer who conducts or causes to be conducted a body cavity search in violation of this general order 

shall be subject to severe disciplinary action. 
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E. For further details on body cavity searches see the General Order on Personal Searches (OPS-8).  

 

 

 
 


